Magic Worlds of Fantasy

This book reveals the work of four
remarkable amateur artists whose common
trait is fantasy. One is an English
housewife, born in wartime Berlin, who
engraves images of another world which
she visits in outer space; one is a Swiss
psychiatrist who photographs abstract art
found in tree bark; one is a Chinese chef
who fled Peking ahead of the Communists
and now creates his own Garden of Eden
from bits of postage stamps; and one is a
Belgian baroness who focuses her color
camera on the secret face of life itself - the
ultimate fantasy - discovered in her
forest-garden. Fantasy is prefaced by an
eight-page selection of exuberant (and
exclusive) Souvenirs of a Magic World
given to the author by Pablo Picasso as
tokens of his friendship. They richly
illustrate the veteran artists joie de vivre
when confronting the challenge of his own
imagination: he voiced a concern, shared
by Renoir, over the risk of crushing,
through conformity, those elusive and often
fragile fantasies seen by children probably
the
greatest
dreamers.
Photographer-editor
David
Douglas
Duncan has brought master craftsmanship
to the expanding realm of fantasy hobbies,
now discovered everywhere behind todays
life of increasing leisure and holiday
week-ends. He produced this book on
presses of Imprimeries Reunies, Lausanne,
among the most renowned of all Swiss
printers. Mr. Duncan is also the author of
The Private World of Pablo Picasso,
Picassos Picassos, Goodbye Picasso and
The Silent Studio. For years, he had
numerous camera essays published in Life
magazine, then later contributed one-man
photographic specials to NBC-TV and
ABC-TV. He also photographed and wrote
Great Treasures of the Kremlin, Yankee
Nomad, This Is War!, I Protest!, War
Without Heroes, a book on prismatic
photography, and Self-Portrait: U.S.A., a
penetrating view of the historic 1968
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American presidential conventions
Miami Beach and Chicago.
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Wizards has 127 ratings and 8 reviews. DNF with Jack Mack said: Ten reasons this is the best fantasy
anthology--evah--besides being a naturally occurringMagic Worlds of Fantasy Hardcover December 4, 1978. This
book reveals the work of four remarkable amateur artists whose common trait is fantasy. Photographer-editor David
Douglas Duncan has brought master craftsmanship to the expanding realm of fantasy hobbies, now discovered Find
great deals for Magic Worlds of Fantasy by David Douglas Duncan (1978, Hardcover). Shop with confidence on
eBay!Magical Wishes (Isaac Asimovs Magical Worlds of Fantasy #7) [Isaac Asimov, Martin H. Greenberg, Charles G.
Waugh] on . *FREE* shipping onMagic Worlds of Fantasy by David Douglas Duncan A copy that has been read, but
remains in excellent condition. Pages are intact and are not marred by notesWitches has 60 ratings and 5 reviews. Bob
said: Introduction: Witches (1984) essay by Isaac AsimovMy Mother Was a Witch (1966) shortstory by Wil - 21 sec Uploaded by West End TheatreCome experience a magical Disney fantasy on ice! fun with four of your favourite
Disney Isaac Asimovs Magical Worlds of Fantasy #7 : Magical Wishes by Isaac Asimov, 7. Asimov Fantasies: Devils
(Isaac Asimovs Magical Worlds of Fantasy, No 8)Magic Worlds of Fantasy [David Douglas (presented by) Duncan] on .
*FREE* shipping on qualifying offers.Find the complete Isaac Asimovs Magical Worlds of Fantasy book series listed in
order. Great deals on one book or all books in the series. Free US shipping onMagic Worlds of Fantasy. Presented by
David Douglas Duncan. 112 pages. eBay!Magic Worlds of Fantasy by David Douglas Duncan (1978-12-04) on .
*FREE* shipping on qualifying offers.Magic Worlds of Fantasy: Dorle Lindner, Oscar Forel, Hsueh Shao-Tang, Ariane
by Duncan, David Douglas and a great selection of similar Used, New andContents include: Centaur Fielder for the
Yankees by Edward D. Hoch / The Ice Dragon by George R. R. Martin / Prince Prigio by Andre Lang / The Griffin
andMagic Worlds of Fantasy: Dorle Lindner, Oscar Forel, Hsueh Shao-Tang, Ariane by Duncan, David Douglas and a
great selection of similar Used, New and
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